Rules for the Space Cadets

Please, make sure you really comply with our rules!

**Rule 1:** Age: 16 to 28 years old

Additional Documents for Under 18:
You will be asked to provide us with a signed letter from a parent that you are allowed to participate in the program.

**Rule 2:** You HAVE to be able to read, write and speak ENGLISH FLUENTLY.

**Rule 3:** You HAVE to dedicate at least 30 HOURS PER WEEK for the program.

**Rule 4:** You HAVE to attend AT LEAST 90 % of the program’s activities.

**Rule 5:** You HAVE to participate in TEAMWORK ACTIVITIES over the entire period of four weeks.

**Rule 6:** You MUST score AT LEAST 70 % average mark on the exams to graduate from the program.

**Rule 7:** You MUST share a PASSION for SPACE and have fun working with different people.

**Rule 8:** You MUST be brave enough to apply and strong enough to graduate!

**Rule 9:** You MUST have at least 20 points in Spaceport ([https://spaceport.academy](https://spaceport.academy)) by the 20th of August!

May the force be with you!

SIGN UP: [https://www.spaceedu.net/signup/](https://www.spaceedu.net/signup/)